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1

introduction
We are delighted that you have joined IM Mastery Academy™ and we look forward to
helping you secure your personal financial future. Our goal is to provide you with
education services that are at the cutting edge in the Forex and Digital Currency
markets.
As you begin to understand how incredibly powerful and in demand the IM Mastery
Academy™ education services really are, the more you will want to share them with
others. As an Independent Business Owner (IBO) sharing our educational services is
the key to your success.
Your financial income in IM Mastery Academy™ is directly related to your efforts in
sharing the education services, and building a sales organization. Our compensation
plan pays out through six (6) powerful ways and is one of the most lucrative
opportunities in the industry!
At IM Mastery Academy™, we believe in generously rewarding our Independent
Business Owners (IBO) and we are 100% committed to your success.
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getting started
There are two options to join IM Mastery Academy™,
you can join either as an IBO or Customer.
One
If you join as an Independent Business Owner (IBO) the cost is $16.71 with a monthly
renewal of $16.71 to keep your business active. Being an IBO lets you share the IM
education services with others, while taking part in the Compensation Plan.
There is no requirement to purchase the IM educational services as an IBO, though we
highly recommend it. You must be an IBO to take part in this Compensation Plan.
Two
If you decide to join as a customer, the startup cost starts at $234.95 with a monthly
renewal of $174.95. Your monthly package generates 150 in Group Volume.
Note
Initial IM package gives you access to IM academy educational services. You can
purchase an IM Package as just a retail customer or as an IBO.
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customer refer 2&FREE
When you become a customer at IM Mastery Academy™, we believe in giving you the
ability to get our powerful educational services for free. Once you have purchased any
IM academy package, simply refer two (2) other retail customers on the same package
and yours is free.

To qualify
you must refer two (2) customers prior to your next monthly subscription.
All referrals must be prior to your billing date, not on your billing day.
You must be an active IM academy customer when you refer two (2) customers at the
same value package. This offer is only for customers and not for an IBO.

IM academy™ packages

enrollment

monthly

group volume

$234.95

$174.95

150
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IM bonus - paid weekly
Every time you enroll a customer in a IM™ Platinum package, we give you a bonus™.
For example, if you recently joined the business and you enroll (10) of one of our basic
packages (FRX™, HFX™, DCX™), you would earn a $250 commission. If you enroll
(10) IM ELITE™ packages, you would double the commission and would earn $500.
By sharing the IM Mastery Academy™ educational services, this is a powerful way to
generate weekly income and put you at the forefront of your business. The strength of
enrolling people into any IM academy package is you will be paid each and every week
for doing so.

packages

bonus

FRX academy™

$25*

HFX academy™

$25*

DCX academy™

$25*

ELITE academy™ ( 3 in 1 package )

$50*

*Please Note
These fast start bonuses are for anyone upto a Platinum 5000 rank only.
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weekly residual income
We are the first company in the industry to introduce a powerful program that pays you
a weekly residual income. By achieving the various ranks in IM Mastery Academy™, we
guarantee you a residual check that hits your bank account each and every week! This
pays out anywhere from $150 to $500,000 per month depending on your rank.
Please Note
see the rank requirements page to learn how you can achieve each rank.

monthly

P150

P600

P1K

P2K

P5K

CH10

CH25

CH50

CH100

CH250

CH500

$150

$600

$1000

$2000

$5000

$10k

$25k

$50k

$100k

$250k

$500k

You are paid weekly.
For example, a Platinum 600 would earn $600 per month.
A Chairman 100 would earn $100,000 per month.
As long as you maintain your rank each week, you get paid for whatever rank you have
maintained. Must maintain rank each week to receive the bonus payout.
Chairman 250’s earn $250,000 per month & Chairman 500’s earn $500,000 per month.
See the rank requirements page for more details.
Please Note
Bonuses are paid monthly. Those payments made in months having (4) Mondays are
paid in four (4) payments. Months having (5) Mondays are paid in (5) payments.
Payment example
a Platinum 2000 receives (4) payments of $500 with four Mondays in a month, in
months with (5) Mondays will receive (5) payments of $400.
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chairman infinity bonus
This is by far one of the most powerful ways to earn money with the IM Mastery
Academy™ compensation plan. Our Chairman infinity bonus is a lucrative bonus on top
of your Weekly Residual Income. Once you achieve the Chairman Ranks in IM Mastery
Academy™, you can earn up to 1% of the Total Group Volume in your organization.

CH10

CH25

CH50

CH100

CH250

CH500

GV payout

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

max per leg

$1,000

$2,500

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

$40,000

GV payout - Once you qualify for the Chairman infinity bonus, we pay you a percentage
of your Group Volume in each unilevel leg down to the next equal ranked IBO in your
Unilevel.
For example, if you were a Chairman 10 and had 75,000GV coming from 3 separate
unilevel legs, you would earn 1% off of each leg up to the max payout per leg.
max per leg - This refers to the maximum amount of money you can make in the
Chairman Infinity Bonus PER leg. In order to generate additional income, you would
need to open new unilevel legs through personally sponsoring. There is no limit to the
number of people you can personally enroll.
Note: To quality, IBO must maintain the rank for 30% of the period.
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rank achievement bonus
Our mission at IM Mastery Academy™ is to reward those who are committed and dedicated to
this business. We believe in recognizing our leaders and we have put together one of the most
lucrative rank achievement bonus programs in the industry.
By achieving a rank in IM Mastery Academy™ and maintaining it for (3) consecutive months, we
pay you a one-time bonus each time you rank advance in the business.

bonus
pay period

P2K

P5K

CH10

CH25

CH50

CH100

CH250

CH500

$500

$1,500

$5,000

$10,000

$25,000

$100,000

$150,000

$200,000

1 month

1 month

2 months

2 months

6 months

12 months

24 months

24 months

payout period - This refers to the length of time that the bonus is paid out. For example, once
you are eligible for the Chairman 100 Rank Achievement Bonus, you would be paid a monthly
bonus for the next 12 months. You do have to maintain your rank during the Payout Period.
payout example - if one maintains Platinum 2000 for (90) consecutive days, they would be paid
a $500 one-time bonus. If they maintained Chairman 100 for (90) consecutive days, you would
be paid a $100,000 one-time bonus.
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rank requirements
P150

P600

P1K

P2K

P5K

CH10

CH25

CH50

CH100

PRSV

0

290

290

435

435

435

435

435

435

AM

3

12

30

75

225

500

1250

2500

5000

GV

435 PSV*

1,740

4,350

10,875

32,625

72,500

181,250

362,500

725,000

LR

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

CLR

55%

55%

55%

55%

55%

55%

55%

55%

PRSV - (Personal Retail Sales Volume) PRSV is generated by the sale of an IBO to a Retail
Customer who is not participating in the IML Compensation Plan. Each Personally enrolled
Retail Customer generates 145 PRSV. For example, (2) customers are 290 PRSV.
PSV - (Personal Sales Volume) PSV is the sum of all personally sold Platinum Packages to
retail Customers and IBO's. This means your PSV includes your PRSV.
AM - (Active Members) This refers to the number of Active IBOs and Customers in your
unilevel organization.
AM - (Active Members) This refers to the number of Active IBOs and Customers in your
unilevel organization.
LR - (Leg Rule) When achieving rank, no more than 40% of the Group Volume from any single
unilevel leg may count towards your rank.
CLR - (Customer Leg Rule) When achieving rank, a minimum of 55% of the group volume
must be from retail customers in each leg. This means that each leg in your unilevel must
contain 55% Active Retail Customers if you want to count 100% of the volume for that leg.
Example, if a leg has 435 Customer Volume, then 435 must be equal to 55% in that leg.
Therefore the maximum volume you are allowed to have in that leg is 791 because 791 x 55% =
435. This number can change the more customer volume you have per leg. Please refer to the
back office for more detailed video explanations.
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chairman 25+ ranks
Chairman 25 You must have (2) Platinum 2000’s coming from two separate unilevel legs.
Chairman 50 You must have (1) Platinum 2000 and (1) Platinum 5000 coming from two
separate unilevel legs.

Chairman 100 You must have (2) Chairman 10’s coming from two separate unilevel legs.
Chairman 250 Refer 580 PRSV and have 2,175,000 GV. You must have (2) Chairman 25
coming from two separate unilevel legs. A Chairman 250 earns $250,000 per month in the
Weekly Residual Income.

Chairman 500 Refer 580 PRSV and have 4,350,000 GV. You must have (2) Chairman 50
coming from two separate unilevel legs. A Chairman 500 earns $500,000 per month in the
Weekly Residual Income.
Please note that all orders must be in by Monday 12 PM EST to qualify towards a rank and
volume for that weekly period.
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income disclaimer
IM Mastery Academy™ makes no representations, warranties, or guarantees that you will
earn any income as an IM independent business owner (IBO). Any income examples set forth in
this compensation plan are hypothetical examples intended to explain how the compensation
plan works, and make several assumptions regarding an IBO’s personal retail sales volume,
group volume, and organizational structure, most or all of these assumptions probably will not
be true for your independent IML business such hypotheticals are not representative of the
income, if any, that an IBO can or will earn through his or her participation in the IM Mastery

Academy™ program.
These figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of youR actual earnings or
profits. Success as an IM IBO requires successful retail sales, which requires hard work,
diligence, and leadership. Your success will depend upon how effectively you utilize the tools
and information presented at im.academy.
Visit for complete information regarding the income of all IML IBOS. In order to participate in the
IML compensation plan, an individual must enroll as an IBO and Purchase the IBO kit. A
subscription to an IM package is not required.
For further questions contact us at support@im.academy or by chat available in IM back office.
Business Hours are Monday through Friday 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM PST.
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glossary
Retail Customer - A retail customer is defined as an individual or entity who purchases an IM
package at $234.95 with a monthly subscription of $174.95 and does not participate in the
compensation plan or IML opportunity.
Independent Business Owner (IBO) - By agreeing to the IBO terms and conditions and
purchasing the $16.71 monthly IBO kit, a person or entity may become an IBO of IML. An IBO
has exclusive rights to sell Retail Customers an IM educational Package or another IBO and
participate in the Compensation Plan as long as they remain active by purchasing the $16.71
IBO Kit each month. There is no requirement for an IBO at any time to purchase the Retail
Services of IML to earn in the Compensation Plan. An IBO must be active by the time
commissions are paid for a given period, in order to receive their commissions. Should an IBO
not be active on their IBO Kit and agreement, he or she will not receive commissions for the
period paid out regardless of volume or rank.
Personal Retail Sales Volume (PRSV) - PRSV is generated by the sale of IM Packages to a
retail customer who is not participating in the IML Compensation Plan.
Group volume (GV) - Group Volume is the total personal retail sales volume (PRSV) and
personal sales volume (PSV) generated by you as an IBO, or the IBO’s in your unilevel
structure. GV on every rank requires a minimum of 55% Retail Sales Volume per leg, either
Personal Retail Sales Volume (PRSV) or the Personal Retail Sales Volume (PRSV) of the IBO’s
in your organization. In addition, only 40% of the required GV can be generated from one leg in
your unilevel structure.
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